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Since launching the DieBox series, which has gained raving reviews, Sinn7 has been focusing its attention on
the development of nearfield monitor speakers for DJs and producers. The powerful result is the Produzent
series!
The Produzent series uses newly designed woofers (5'' and 8'' respectively, depending on the speaker model)
that come with a precise, linear and, most of all, powerful sound, giving the user ideal sound characteristics for
productions. Of course the speakers also dispose of a high-quality driver for high frequencies which makes every
downmix session become endless fun with its crisp sound. Besides the usual and by now well established
connections such as XLR (symmetrical), jack plug (symmetrical) as well as RCA (asymmetrical) the Produzent
series also offers connections for all relevant digital formats, like an XLR IN for AES/EBU and 2 RCA connections
for S/PDIF IN and THROUGH on the classy speakers' rear panel.
The powerful monitors' sound characteristics can be adjusted according to one's room acoustics via three
switches. To do so, there are switches for HF Trim, Acoustic Space as well as for LF Cutoff that help realising
almost any assembly possibility.
Besides the technical finesse, like the backlit on/off switch on the front panel, our Produzent series offers the
familiar Sinn7 production quality. With an astute choice of colour in black (or optionally white) housing with a
classy piano finish and turqoise woofer applications the Produzent series sets a stylish course, while significantly
enhancing your montoring surroundings.
 

FEATURES:

Professional digital near-field monitor speaker
Magnetically shielded
Digital interface module
5 digital and analogue inputs
Channel select switch
Silk Dome tweeter
Versatile room acoustics and EQ adjustment possibilities
Optimized edges for reduced edge defraction
Optimized bass-reflex channels
Especially fancy with classy piano finish and illuminated on-off switch on front panel
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TECHNISCHE DATEN:

60 watt active monitor speaker
Max. capacity: 120 watt
Type: 2-way / bass-reflex system
Acoustic pressure: 90 dB
Speakers: 20.32 cm woofer, 2.54 cm tweeter
Frequency range: 35 Hz – 20 kHz
High frequency switchable: -2 dB, 0 dB, +2 dB
Low filter cutoff switchable: flat, 60 Hz & 80 Hz
Acoustic space switchable: 0 dB, -2 dB, -4 dB
Connections: XLR, 6.3 mm jack and RCA (symmetrical as well as asymmetrical)
Digital interface module: XLR for AES/EBU, RCA for S/PDIF & RCA thru for stereo
Backlit on/off button on the speaker's front side
Dimensions: 375 x 250 x 298 mm
Weight: 13.8 kg (per piece)
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